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 I finished  Sankt-Petersburg  technological institute named Lensoveta in 1990. 

Victoria has graduated with specialization in “ Automation of production for the chemical 

plant facilities” . Then I got next professional education as an ecologist at Sankt-

Petersburg Forest Academy and Ecological training center.  I have an experience like 

external auditor of Environmental Management system of MS ISO 14001:2004 (Course 

“Check Point”). 

 The first working place had become Carburetor plant in St-Petersburg when I 

started to work in the ecological department which was created there.  Knowledge given 

by the institute was improved with the production activities. My working experience 

there is about 16 years. I have gone through the way from an intern till the Ecological 

department manager and it helped her to acquire the skills and an invaluable experience 

in the field of industrial ecology.  

 The new important step of the career became the work in the foreign company 

“NISSAN MANUFACTURING RUS” LLC where I worked since 2008 year. The  

position is ecological & environmental protection engineer. My activity is connected with 

the realization of environmental programs in the company such as waste and air 

emissions reduction, energy consumption reduction, creation of the programs for 

environmental awareness of employees. For corresponding to the changeable 

environmental legal requirements my responsibility is controlling the production 

activities and to communicate with the State supervision organizations.  

 One of the best results of my activities is the certified Environmental management 

system in accordance with MS ISO 14001 for the automobile production confirmed every 

year by the international certification center TÜV Rheinland Group.   This year 

Victoria’s name was included in the encyclopedia “Gold fund of the professionals in the 

sphere of ecology and the resource-saving of St-Petersburg”. 

  Allow me to nominate myself for election on the position of a co-chairman of 

Industrial Committee to continue effective activity for benefit of Association and our 

company.  


